Creative Grandma

Stitch of the Week

Pattern # 250

The Single Crochet Waffle Weave Stitch

This Stitch Pattern has no multiple. Make chain to desired size.

This stitch pattern requires a larger hook size then yarn recommended hook size.
If using (3) Light weight yarn use a size 10-J US (6 mm) hook.
If using (4) worsted weight yarn use size K-10 ½ US (6.5 mm) or size L-11 US (8 mm) hook.

To see a Step by Step tutorial of this stitch pattern visit me on youtube “Creative Grandma” Stitch of the Week.

To work a sample swatch, ch 20.

Row 1: Sc in 2nd ch from hook working sc under the top strand only of ch, sc in each ch across, working each sc under the top strand only of each ch across, turn. (19sc).

Row 2: Ch 1, skip beg ch 1, * go to next sc, drop down to 3rd horizontal bar below st (it’s the horizontal bar right above the very bottom edge), insert hook from bottom to top through horizontal bar and insert hook from bottom to top under front loop only of sc in Row 1, yo, pull through both horizontal bars, yo, pull through 2 lps *, rep from * to * across, turn. (19 sc).

Row 3: Ch 1, skip beg ch 1, * go to next sc, drop down to very bottom edge of work at the bottom of foundation row directly under the sc, insert hook from bottom to top through the horizontal st at the edge and insert hook from bottom to top through front loop of sc of Row 2, yo, pull through both horizontal bars, yo, pull through 2 lps *, rep from * to * across, turn. (19 sc).

Row 4: Ch 1, skip beg ch 1, * go to next sc, drop down to the horizontal bar 2 rows below sc (Row 2) (horizontal bar will be the one raised up from work) insert hook from bottom to top through horizontal bar and insert hook from bottom to top under front loop only of sc of Row 3, yo, pull through both horizontal bars, yo, pull through 2 lps *, rep from * to * across, turn. (19 sc).

Repeat Row 4 for pattern.

Finishing Row

To work last row, work same as for Row 4, ONLY work through both lps of current sc instead of front loop. Fasten off.